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Abstract 

Innovative Design Research about Cultural Heritage. Two Workshops during the Venice Biennials 2019 & 
2021 

 

This article aims to discuss the innovative approach to design research and education within the framework of 
cultural heritage triggered by the iconic piece of furniture, ‘the chair’. The premise of this study is the 
European Erasmus+ project CRAFT Building links between education, research and innovation on the 
foundation of our shared cultural heritage which ran during 2018-2021. The documentation of the activities of 
the project with a strong focus on descriptions of all designed and developed teaching methods, concepts, 
tools, platforms, texts and visual material applied during the past three years will be gathered, analysed and 
evaluated in the e-book CRAFT Handbook (December 2021). This article focuses on the experience of two 
workshops, as part of the referred European project, that took place during the Art Venice Biennial 2019 and 
the Architecture Venice Biennial 2021 whose environment inspired, in different ways, the core and the 
development of the workshops. Venice as unique city was the scenery to structure the activities in dialogue 
with the ravishing cultural legacy. Both workshops lasted from Monday to Friday, five complete days in 
September, bringing together students, teachers and assistants from many nationalities, with a 
multidisciplinary background and a clear plan to foster with innovative practices and critical experimentation 
the assignments involving ‘the chair’ as a protagonist of stories of cultural heritage. Venice Art Biennial 2019: 
May You Live in Interesting Times was the inspiration to the workshop academically validated with 2 ECTS that 
gathered around 80 people from 17 nationalities working in an impressive room in Arsenale. However, some 
lectures were given in situ to set the scenery for further students’ exploration: 1. Full/Empty-Rialto Bridge; 
2.Mystery-Borges Labyrinth in San Giorgio Maggiore Island; 3.Time-Arsenale; 4. Playing with scale-The City of 
Venice; 5. Place-Piazza San Marco; 6.Body/Santa Lucia-The railway station. During the week more than 500 
posters were created, a relevant sample was displayed in an exhibition in Art Biennial open to the public and 
all posters were printed in a book.  In Venice Architecture Biennial 2021: How Will We Live Together? due to 
the constraints of Covid, which were still restrictive, the research exercises were planned with a key use of 
technology. The students could anyhow work together and again a strong feeling of belonging and sense of 
common goal was present. The chair was investigated through four topics: 1. Venice, Merchants & Theatre; 



2.Venice and the Death; 3.The Monument to the Partisan Woman; 4.Ruskin, Dragons and other Monsters and 
16 interpretative videos were shot after listening to lectures in situ, freely perception of the places and 
interdisciplinary team work. Both events in Venice, which were an explosion of creativity, were the 
implementation of an interdisciplinary problem-based concept with a new training scheme to be performed in 
an innovative context of research and education in Design. This article articulates the critical reflection about 
these two workshops with relevant illustrative material that intertwined intend to document the broad 
spectrum of these two immersive experiments. The vibrant atmosphere lived together while responding to the 
workshops’ challenges, although suggested, is an individual experience that cannot be transferred. 
 
 


